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About me
Research interests
• Bioinformatics, especially multiple sequence
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• Data mining, machine learning, text mining,
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MSA – Introduction
• Multiple sequence
alignment (MSA):
alignment of three or
more biological sequences

• Needed for phylogenetic
analysis, function
prediction of proteins,
etc.



Basics – pairwise sequence
alignment

• The standard edit distance based formulation
of sequence alignment leads to O(L2)

• Dynamic programming: Smith-Waterman and
Needleman-Wunsch algorithms



Problems with multiple
sequence alignment

• For straightforward dynamic programming
solutions, each additional sequence multiplies
the time and memory required

• Finding the optimal alignment is NP-complete
• Corner-cutting methods shrink the search
space, but are still exponential in memory and
running time

• Heuristics applied: progressive alignment



Progressive alignment
• A guide tree is used, and pairwise alignments
at each inner node

• Polynommial running time
• Once a gap has been inserted it can not be
removed



RetAlign - main idea

• Store a set of optimal and suboptimal
alignments at each step of the progressive
alignment procedure

• Propagate the partial networks at each inner
node of a guide tree upwards

• Essentially we are extending the
Waterman-Byers algorithm to align a network
of alignments to another network of
alignments



RetAlign - data structure

We used a special data structure:

x-network: a set of alignment paths that contain
the optimal pairwise alignment and all suboptimal
paths that have an aligment score above the
optimal score minus x

Note: this is a DAG



RetAlign - data structure

This network shows three different alignments of the
sequences ALLGVGQ and AVGQ:



Outline of the RetAlign
algorithm

1 Build or load a guide tree for the sequences
2 Bottom-up, for each node v of the tree:

• calculate the xv-network of its children’s
sub-networks using the generalized
Waterman-Byers algorithm

3 Return the best scored alignment from the
x-network calculated at the root of the guide
tree



Measuring performance

• Tested and evaluated on the BAliBASE
datasets, that contain more than 6000
sequences

• Compared with the most widely used MSA
packages: ClustalW, MAFFT and FSA



Accuracy comparison



Current and future work

Working on a sequel paper: how to build up an
alignment network from multiple separete MSA
alignments?
• different input parameters for the underlying
MSA algorithm

• sampling
• measure performance
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Questions?
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